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Motivation
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✦ The correct location for the ML on the FPGA 
filter is called "FEP" in this figure.

✦ This gives us a chance to reduce traffic earlier.

✦ Allows us to touch physics: ML brings 
intelligence to L1.

✦ However, it is now unclear how far we can go 
with physics at the FPGA.

✦ Initially, we can start in pass-through mode.

✦ Then we can add background rejection.

✦ Later we can add filtering processes with the 
largest cross section.

✦ In case of problems with output traffic, we can 
add a  selector for low cross section processes.

✦ The ML-on-FPGA solution complements the 
purely computer-based solution and mitigates 
DAQ performance risks.

✦ The growing computational power of modern FPGA boards allows us to add more sophisticated algorithms for real-time data processing.
✦ Many tasks, such as tracking and particle identification, could be solved using modern Machine Learning (ML) algorithms which are naturally suited 

for FPGA architectures.
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Processing chain / Global PID
q Usually, several PID detectors are used in an experiment.
q For example, the GEM-TRD and e/m-calorimeter, both provide separation of electrons and hadrons.
q Summation and processing of joint data from both detectors at the early stages will increase the identification power of these 

detectors compared to independent identification.
q To test the “global PID” performance we work on  integration of the EIC calorimeter prototype (3x3 modules) into the ML-FPGA  

setup. 
q Preprocessed data from both detectors including decision on the particle type will be transferred to another ML-FPGA board with 

neural network for global PID decision. 
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Beam setup at JLab Hall-D

• Tests were carried out using electrons with an energy of 3-6 GeV, produced in the 
converter of a pair spectrometer at the upstream of  GlueX  detector.
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Calorimeter parameters reconstruction
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Convolutional variational autoencoder

• Convolutional VAE as a backbone
• Modules deposits as inputs
• Per cluster output of multiple values:
• Energy, e/ π, coordinates, features 

By Dmitry Romanov
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EIC detectors prototypes in Hall-D test beam

mRICH
GEM(MM)-TRD

uRWELL, pad-GEM with capacitive-sharing readout — Kondo
mRICH and GEM MM
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Summary
q An FPGA-based Neural Network application would offer online event preprocessing  and allow for data reduction based on physics 

at the early stage of data processing.
q The ML-on-FPGA solution complements the purely computer-based solution and mitigates DAQ performance risks.
q FPGA provides extremely low-latency neural-network inference.
q Open-source HLS4ML software tool with Xilinx® Vivado® High Level Synthesis (HLS)  accelerates machine learning neural network 

algorithm development.

q The ultimate goal is to build  a real-time event filter/tagger based on physics signatures.
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Question 1
There appears to be overlap in the proposed research with the current DOE-funded project on FPGA-ML tracking/full event tagging 
for RHIC/EIC under DE-FOA-0002490 by LANL-MIT-FNAL-NJIT . Can you comment on how this proposal will complement that effort? 
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Question 1 (cont 1)
q The project mentioned above has a broad title that allows them to work on any topic of Real-Time AI applications for experiments

and detectors, but narrowed down to the sPHENIX and EIC experiments.
q The last reports of this group at the workshops reveal some details about the direction of their work:

Ø A fast search for displaced tracks will be performed by AI-trained FPGA to identify tracks from heavy quark decays that are 
pointing away from the nominal beam center. 

q In other words, they're  going to make a trigger for displaced vertices based on AI in RealTime. 
q Work will be done for the sPHENIX experiment and will therefore build on existing DAQ hardware.

q This field is new and there are no ready-made solutions yet, so any 
information from other groups working in this direction will be 
interesting and useful.

Ø i.e. despite the fact that our program also has track finding, the 
methods used for this can be different.
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Question 1 (cont 2) FPGA test board for ML 

• At an early stage in this project, as hardware to test ML 
algorithms on FPGA , we use a standard Xilinx evaluation boards 
rather than developing a customized FPGA board. These boards 
have functions and interfaces sufficient for proof of principle of 
ML-FPGA. 

• The  Xilinx evaluation board includes the Xilinx XCVU9P and  
6,840 DSP slices. Each includes a hardwired optimized multiply 
unit and collectively offers a peak theoretical performance in 
excess of 1 Tera multiplications per second.

• Second, the internal organization can be optimized to the 
specific computational problem. The internal data processing 
architecture can support deep computational pipelines offering 
high throughputs. 

• Third, the FPGA supports high speed I/O interfaces including  
Ethernet and 180 high speed transceivers that can operate in 
excess of 30 Gbps.

Xilinx Virtex® UltraScale+™
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Question 2

q One known bottleneck is data traffic from dRICH. dRICH in its current design is based on SiPM readout and can produce up to 1.8 
Tb/s of data including noise.

q One of the methods for cleaning dRICH data from noise hits could be the reconstruction of tracks in dRICH using other tracking 
detectors before and/or after dRICH, followed by reconstruction of the rings.

Can you make a clear case that the proposed R&D addresses problems that are currently projected to be bottlenecks for EIC 
Detector 2 or an upgrade of Detector 1? For example, is it a mere detail that Detector 1 tracking technology is based on silicon
whereas this proposal would use GEMs? Are the noise and track reconstruction challenges similar? The EIC-related generic R&D 
program cannot support overly generic R&D.

q Track reconstruction using ML is quite general and is usually based on 2D or 3D  hits in space. 
Of course, the amount of noise can affect tracking performance and especially scalability. 
However, the detector technology itself - GEM vs silicon should not be a problem.
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Question 2 (cont)

q The current EIC/DAQ design also considers the use of a 
hardware trigger as a fallback solution.

q The growing computational power of modern FPGA boards 
allows us to add more sophisticated algorithms for real-time 
data processing.

q Many tasks, such as tracking and particle identification, could 
be solved using modern Machine Learning (ML) algorithms 
which are naturally suited for FPGA architectures.

q Performing a physics event reconstruction at Level 1 can 
provide a more efficient and clean trigger.

q The ML-on-FPGA solution complements the purely computer-
based solution and mitigates DAQ performance risks.
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Question 3

1. The amount of  by-passing data  depends on the specific variables 
provided by the neural network. If it's measurable values like 
tracks, clusters, PID then it's pretty fast, 100Hz should be enough. 
For complex parameters such as the charmed meson invariant 
mass, this depends on the stability of the detectors and 
calibration.

2. In development, we actively use the open source HLS4ML 
software.   It provides tools for analyzing and optimizing a neural 
network before implementing it into an FPGA. 

1. - compression: reduce number of synapses or neurons
2. - quantization: reduces the precision of the calculations 

(inputs, weights, biases)
3. - parallelization: tune how much to parallelize to make the 

inference faster/slower versus FPGA resources

Please discuss the reliability of the proposed methods, in particular for the following areas:  
• What amount of by-passing data is required to study the systematic uncertainty on the acceptance efficiency for the 
proposed full event ML trigger/tagger? 
• Please quantify the performance difference for the inference network between the training environment and FPGA 
implementation (e.g. via emulation with QONNX), as different numerical precisions are used in these two environments.  
• Please comment on the following factors in the algorithm design: competence awareness, quantization aware training, 
and whether/how calibration is used. 
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Question 3 (cont)

1. The precision for used values can be adjusted manually looking on the 

distribution.

2. The result can be controlled by  simulation and tests:

1. using HLS4ML 
2. using  Xilinx HLS  C-simulation
3. using  Xilinx C/RTL Co-simulation
4. using Xilinx Vivado to build a test bench in FPGA.

3. HLS4ML also provides an interface for training using QKeras “quantization 

aware training” and study impact on FPGA metrics.

Ø QKeras is a library to train models with quantization in the training, 
maintained by Google

4. The question of the accuracy of ML is generally quite complicated. In practice, 

it can be estimated using realistic Monte Carlo simulations or by comparison 

with the results obtained using conventional algorithms when working with 

experimental data.

5. Тhe quantization aware training  is usually compared to the full version of the 

neural network used as a reference.
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Question 3 (cont) FPGA test bench

DNN  PID  module

GNN Pattern recognition

DNN/LSTM  track fit 

q The logic test was performed with the MicroBlaze processor and the AXI Lite interface.
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Question 4

q Yes, we have been using a neural network for offline data processing from GEMTRD for a long time.

Why implement the algorithms immediately in an FPGA board and not test it beforehand with existing data in a CPU? Of course this is 
much slower but will show how good the algorithms work.

q For data analysis we used a neural network library provided  by  ROOT /TMVA package:
Ø MultiLayerPerceptron (MLP) 

q Top left plot shows ionization difference for e/pi  in several bins along the track
q Top right plot shows neural network output for single TRD module:

Ø Red - electrons with radiator
Ø Blue – electrons without radiator.
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Question 4 (cont)  hls4ml package
• A  package hls4ml is developed based on High-Level Synthesis (HLS) to build machine learning 

models in FPGAs. 
article: J. Duarte et al 2018 JINST 13 P07027 
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Question 5
Please detail the planned work and deliverables from the electrical engineer, and how they fit into the current budget of 
0.05+0.1 FTEs. 

q Provide firmware support for surrounding infrastructure
Ø Ethernet TCP/IP interface
Ø Fiber optic serial interface 
Ø Event building, data storage
Ø MicroBlaze interface

q Assistance for design implementation and testing
Ø Device utilization 
Ø Preprocessing
Ø Troubleshooting
Ø Monitoring
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Question 6

q For this proposal, the graduate student could be cut back in one of two ways.
Ø The student's start could be delayed
Ø Also, the student could be hired at a lower level of support from JLab and supplemented by a 25%  LOE teaching 

assistantship.
Ø The amount of time the student could devote to this work would be reduced which would also happen if there was 

delay in bringing on the student.

Regarding labor: How can a PhD student salary be cut by -20% or -40%? Is it planned to hire the student later? But then the problem 
is just shifted.
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Question 7

q The key point of our proposal is to adapt and implement existing AI/ML algorithms in real FPGA hardware and 
performance test  in a test beam with real prototype detectors for EIC. In Hall-d, we already have a beam line for test  
prototypes EIC detectors.

q However, we are also developing new machine learning methods for certain detectors (GEMTRD) and are participating in 
ML developments for other detectors (emCAL).

q While there are currently various software available to help convert algorithms from C++ to hardware description 
language, this is only part of the work that needs to be done. For a complete hardware implementation, special 
knowledge in  FPGAs and electronics will be required.

q That is why this project is a multi-disciplinary endeavor between Physics, Electrical Engineering, and Computer scientist.

Please clarify to what extent the collaboration plans to be users of ML software vs developers.  It sounds like the generic 
software/firmware work is essentially done by hls4ml (and others, but this one is mentioned specifically).  But in the proposal, it 
seemed they would also be doing some development. 
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Backup
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GEM-TRD  prototype (eRD22) for EIC R&D
• To demonstrate the operating principle of the ML FPGA, we use the existing setup 
• from the EIC detector R&D project (eRD22) 
• A test module was built at the University of Virginia
• The prototype of GEMTRD/T module has a size of 10 cm × 10 cm with a 

corresponding to a total of 512 channels for X/Y coordinates. 
• The readout is based on flash ADC system developed at JLAB (fADC125)  @125 MHz 

sampling.

• GEM-TRD provides e/hadron separation and tracking
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GEM-TRD principle

GEM-TRD can work as micro TPC, providing 3D track segments
q The e/pion separation in the GEM-TRD 

detector is based on counting the ionization 
along the particle track.

q For electrons, the ionization is higher due to 
the absorption of transition radiation photons

q So,  particle identification with TRD consists of 
several steps:

Ø The first step is to cluster the incoming 
signals and create "hits".

Ø The next is "pattern recognition" -
sorting hits by track.

Ø Finding a track
Ø Ionization measurement along a track
Ø As a bonus, TRD will provide a track 

segment for the global tracking system.
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GEM-TRD  tracks 
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GEMTRD  tracks
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GEM TRD tracksq In a real experiment, GEMTRD will have 

multiple tracks.
q So we also need a fast algorithm for 

pattern recognition 
q As well as for track fitting.
q The decision was made to try the Graph 

Neural Network (GNN) for pattern 
recognition.

q And a recurrent neural network – LSTM,  
for track fitting.

Number of tracks in forward 
region in GlueX experiment
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Existing GNN tracking projects

q TrackML Dataset 
Public dataset hosted on Kaggle for particle tracking: 

https://www.kaggle.com/c/trackml-particle-identification

q HEP advanced tracking algorithms at the exascale
(Project Exa.TrkX)

q https://exatrkx.github.io/
q https://github.com/jmduarte/exatrkx-

neurips19/tree/master/gnn-tracking

So we decided to start by evaluating an Exa.TrkX solution arXiv:2012.01249v2 [hep-ph] 7 Dec 2020 Javier Duarte 

https://www.kaggle.com/c/trackml-particle-identification
https://exatrkx.github.io/
https://github.com/jmduarte/exatrkx-neurips19/tree/master/gnn-tracking
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Moving forward : ML on FPGA
Image:  https://nurseslabs.com/nervous-system/

IRIS-HEP th Febraury 13 , 2019 Dylan Rankin [MIT] 

• Offline analysis using ML  looks promising.
• Can it be done  in real time ?
• Here are some of the possible solutions :

Ø Computer farm.
Ø CPU + GPU
Ø CPU + FPGA
Ø FPGA only

• Modern FPGAs have DSP slices - specialized 
hardware blocks placed between gateways and 
routers that perform mathematical calculations. 

• The number of DSP slices can be up to 6000-
12000 per chip.
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GNN for pattern recognition
q Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) designed for the tasks of hit classification and segment classification. 

Ø These models read a graph of connected hits and compute features on the nodes and edges.
q The input and output of GNN is a graph with a number of features for nodes and edges.

Ø In our case we use the edge classification
q A complete graph on N vertices contains N(N - 1)/2 edges.

Ø This will require a lot of resources which are limited in FPGA. 
q To keep resources under control, we can construct the graph for a specific geometry and limit the minimum particle momentum.
q In our case we have a straight track segments, with a quite narrow angular distribution ~15 degree.
q Thus, for the input hits (left), we connect only those edges that satisfy our geometry and the momentum of most tracks (middle)
q The trained GNN processes the input graph and sets the probability for each edge as output.
q The right plot shows edges with a probability greater than 0.7
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GNN performance 
q This type of graph neural network is not yet supported in HLS4ML.
q So we did a manual conversion first to C++ and then to Verilog using Vitis_HLS. 
q This neural network has not been optimized, so it consumes a lot of resources - 70% of DSPs, (4651 of 6840). 

Ø At the moment it can serve up to 21 hits and 42 edges, or ,  in our case (GEM-TRD),  it will be 3-4 tracks.
q However, it performs all calculations in 1.4 µs (left plot) (thanks to Ben Raydo), providing good purity and efficiency (right plot). 
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RNN/LSTM for track fit
q The hits sorted by tracks from the pattern recognition GNN are fed into another neural network 

trained to fit the tracks.
q We tested DNN and RNN/LSTM neural networks. ( thanks to Dylan Rankin for help )
q DNN is faster, but LSTM seems to be more reliable in the case of a stochastic distribution of hits 

on the track.
Ø The work on optimization of NN is ongoing.

q The LSTM network after pruning consumes 19% of the DSP resources and has a latency of 1 µs.
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MLP  neural network for PID

Latency = 65ns

II = 5ns

DSP utilization 3%

q After the track is fit,  the ionization along the track can 
be counted. 

q The distance along the track is divided into 10-20 bins, 
and the ionization energy in these bins is fed to the input 
of the MLP neural network. 

q Typically neural network weights often have many zeros, 
thus, it is possible to reduce the size of the network by 
removing weights close to zero (~50%)

q The  network performance near the working value of 
90% efficiency.
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FPGA test bench

DNN  PID  module

GNN Pattern recognition

DNN/LSTM  track fit 

q Several version of IPs were synthesized and tested on 
FPGAs.

q The logic test was performed with the MicroBlaze 
processor and the AXI Lite interface.

q We are currently working on a fast I/O interface to get 
data directly from the detector..



CNN for calorimeter reconstruction
✦ In this work we used a convolutional encoder with a decoder 

consisting of dense layers, which provide e-π separation scores as the 
output. 

✦ This was done to minimize a network size in FPGA and due to current 
limitation of HSL4ML of supported network layer types. 

✦ FPGA synthesis with reuse factor of 2 has a latency of 1.3μs and an 
interval of 245 clocks. It uses 71% of DPS resources 
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ADC based DAQ for PANDA STT

6. June 2018 Seite 
34

• 160 Amplifiers;
• 5 connectors for 32-

pins samtec cables

Level 0  Open VPX Crate
ADC based DAQ for PANDA STT (one of approaches):
• 160 channels (shaping, sampling and processing) 

per payload slot, 14 payload slots+2 controllers;
• totally 2200 channels per crate;
• time sorted output data stream (arrival time, energy,...)
• noise rejection, pile up resolution, base line correction, ..

Powerful Backplane 
up to 670 GBs

L. Jokhovets, P Kulessa ..

• 40 4-channel ADCs 
(configurable up to 1 GSPS);

• Single Virtex7 FPGA

✦ All information from 
the straw tube tracker 
is processed in one unit.

✦ Allows to build a 
complete STT event.

✦ This unit can also be 
used for calorimeters 
readout and processing.

https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/17/04/C04022
2022_JINST_17_C04022

https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/17/04/C04022
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/17/04/C04022
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GPU vs FPGA

✦ Machine learning methods are widely used and have proven to be very powerful in particle physics.

✦ Although the methods of machine learning and artificial intelligence are developed by many groups and 
have a lot in common, nevertheless, the hardware used and performance is different.

✦ While the large numerical processing capability of GPUs is attractive, these technologies are optimized for 
high throughput, not low latency. 

✦ FPGA-based trigger and data acquisition systems have extremely low, sub-microsecond latency 
requirements that are unique to particle physics. 

✦ Definitely FPGA can work on a computer farm as an ML accelerator, but the internal FPGA performance 
will be degraded due to slow I/O through the computer and the PCIe bus. Not to mention the latency, 
which will increase by 2-3 orders of magnitude.

✦ Therefore, the most effective would be the use of ML-FPGA directly between the front-end stream and a 
computer farm, on which it is already more efficient to use the CPU and GPU for ML/AI.
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GarNet for  GEM-TRD and calorimeter 

“Learning representations of irregular 

particle-detector geometry with 

distance-weighted graph networks” 

arXiv:1902.07987v2 [physics.data-an] 24 

Jul 2019 

q Another type of neural network, GarNet, shows good offline performance for particle identification using GEM-TRD.
q It is supported in HLS4ML and we are currently working on its implementation for FPGA.
q The IP core is synthesized, but the latency is too large for an online application, so more optimization work is required.
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Developing ethernet interface

By Cody Dickover • Currently we using Microblaze setup for tests.
• For the beam test we need high speed interface to Detector/FADC.
• The design substitutes the generic axis payload FIFO for a bus interface 

that allows for addressing register space for read/write and event building.
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GEM-TRD offline analysis

q For data analysis we used a neural network library provided  by  root /TMVA package :
Ø MultiLayerPerceptron (MLP) 

q Top left plot shows ionization difference for e/pi  in several bins along the track
q Top right plot shows neural network output for single TRD module:

Ø Red - electrons with radiator
Ø Blue – electrons without radiator.
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Xilinx  HLS:  C++  to  Verilog

C++ Verilog

Note: fixed point calculation

Thanks to Ben Raydo for help.

The C/C++ code of the 
trained network  is used 
as input for Vivado_HLS.

The Xilinx Vivado HLS (High-Level 
Synthesis) tool provides a higher 
level of abstraction for the user by 
synthesizing functions written in 
C,C++ into IP blocks, by generating 
the appropriate ,low-level, VHDL 
and Verilog code. Then those 
blocks can be integrated into a real 
hardware system. 
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Test NN IP in FPGA
C++  code  for test :
XTrdann ann;     //  create an instance  of  ML core. 

ev=0 out=0.192 out0=0.197
ev=1 out=0.192 out0=0.197
ev=2 out=0.233 out0=0.236
ev=3 out=0.192 out0=0.197
ev=4 out=0.165 out0=0.169
ev=5 out=0.192 out0=0.196
ev=6 out=0.462 out0=0.470
ev=7 out=0.187 out0=0.191

Test tools:
1. Vivado SDK
2. Petalinux


